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Abstract
In an era of limited healthcare budgets, mathematical models can be useful tools to identify cost-
effective programs and to support policymakers in informed decision making. This paper reports
results of our work carried out over several years with the Asian Liver Center at Stanford
University, a nonprofit outreach and advocacy organization that is an international leader in the
fight against hepatitis B and liver cancer. Hepatitis B is a vaccine-preventable viral disease that, if
untreated, can lead to death from cirrhosis and liver cancer. Infection with hepatitis B is a major
public health problem, particularly in Asian populations. We used new combinations of decision
analysis and Markov models to analyze the cost-effectiveness of several interventions to combat
hepatitis B in the United States and China. The results of our OR-based analyses have helped
change United States public health policy on hepatitis B screening for millions of people and have
helped encourage policymakers in China to enact legislation to provide free catch-up vaccination
for hundreds of millions of children. These policies are an important step in eliminating health
disparities, reducing discrimination, and ensuring that millions of people who need it can now
receive hepatitis B vaccination or lifesaving treatment.
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Hepatitis B is a major public health problem, particularly in Asian populations.
Approximately 8-10 percent of people in China and other east Asian countries are
chronically infected with hepatitis B (World Health Organization 2008c). A similar fraction
of Americans of Asian descent are infected (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
2006, Chao et al. 2004, Cotler et al. 2009, Guane et al. 2004, Lee et al. 2005, Lin et al.
2007). Hepatitis B typically infects newborns and children, often becoming a chronic
lifelong disease that may cause serious health problems decades later in life (World Health
Organization 2008c). The disease is particularly likely to become a lifelong infection if the
person is initially exposed to the virus at birth or in childhood (Edmunds et al. 1993).
Chronic infection is typically asymptomatic for decades. However, if left untreated, about 25
percent of those who are chronically infected will die of liver diseases such as cirrhosis or
liver cancer (World Health Organization 2008c). A hepatitis B vaccine has been available
since the 1980s, but is considered costly in many low-income countries. Moreover, although
treatment is available, it is long term, does not cure the disease, and costs thousands of
dollars per year.
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In the United States, vaccination of children for hepatitis B is relatively widespread, and
prevalence of chronic hepatitis B infection is only about 0.5 percent in the general
population (Custer et al. 2004, McQuillan et al. 1999). However, approximately 10 percent
of adult Asian and Pacific Islanders in the United States have chronic hepatitis B infection
(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2006, Chao et al. 2004, Cotler et al. 2009,
Guane et al. 2004, Lee et al. 2005, Lin et al. 2007). Rates of liver cancer among Asian and
Pacific Islanders are more than three times higher than in the general population (American
Cancer Society California Division 2008, Chang et al. 2007). Unfortunately, about two-
thirds of individuals who are chronically infected are unaware of their infection (Lin et al.
2007). This prevents them from properly monitoring their health and receiving effective
treatment.

In the United States, policies for prevention and control of hepatitis B must be targeted to
the appropriate risk groups, such as Asian and Pacific Islander adults. But what is the correct
combination of screening, vaccination, and treatment for this group? As healthcare budgets
in the United States become strained, public health officials are increasingly looking for
evidence-based analysis to determine what programs to fund. Specifically, they want to
know not only the effectiveness of potential public health programs (that is, the health
benefit), but also the cost-effectiveness of such programs (that is, the health benefit achieved
per dollar spent).

China has the largest burden of hepatitis B disease in the world. Recent reports estimate that
liver disease caused by hepatitis B causes approximately 300,000 deaths each year in China
(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2007, Liu and Fan 2007, Sun et al. 2002). That
total exceeds the combined number of annual deaths in China from tuberculosis (200,000
deaths), HIV/AIDS (38,000 deaths), and malaria (37 deaths) – three diseases that have
received significant attention and funding in recent years (The Global Fund to Fight AIDS
Tuberculosis and Malaria 2010, World Health Organization 2004, World Health
Organization 2006, World Health Organization 2008a, World Health Organization 2008b).
In addition to the impact on their health, hepatitis B carriers in China face significant
discrimination. Many children are denied admission to schools if they are infected with
hepatitis B (Reuters 2008). A recent survey of 115 branches in China of multinational
companies showed that 80 percent would not hire individuals who are hepatitis B carriers
(China Daily 2007).

Rates of newborn vaccination coverage in China have increased from an estimated 70.7
percent in 1997 to 89.8 percent in 2003 (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2007).
However, data from a recent national serologic survey suggest that about 20 percent of 1- to
4-year olds and 40 percent of 5- to 19-year olds still remain unprotected from hepatitis B
(Chinese Ministry of Health 2008). Since infection at an early age is more likely to result in
a lifelong, chronic infection than infection later in life, it is most important to vaccinate
children while they are young.

A recent pilot program of hepatitis B catch-up vaccination in the Qinghai province in China
vaccinated more than 500,000 school-age children who had not been previously vaccinated
(Chen 2008, People’s Daily Online 2006). The program demonstrated that catch-up
vaccination programs are feasible: this program was able to achieve 99.4 percent coverage
of the three required doses of hepatitis B vaccine (Chen 2008). However, the costs of
healthcare programs are a concern in China, and therefore public health officials want
assurance that potential hepatitis B control programs are not only effective, but cost-
effective.
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Working with the Asian Liver Center at Stanford University, a nonprofit outreach and
advocacy organization that is an international leader in the fight against hepatitis B and liver
cancer, we used OR-based analyses to address two policy questions related to hepatitis B
prevention and control:

1. What combination of hepatitis B screening, treatment, and vaccination for adult
Asian and Pacific Islanders in the United States is cost-effective?

2. Is it cost-effective to provide hepatitis B catch-up vaccination for children and
adolescents in China?

Assembling a Multidisciplinary Team
Multidisciplinary teams are especially important when analyzing health policy problems
because such problems tend to be complex and interdisciplinary. To address the hepatitis B
policy questions, we needed knowledge not only of operations research and cost-
effectiveness analysis, but also knowledge of the clinical details of hepatitis B infection and
the policy issues surrounding hepatitis B prevention and control in the United States and
China. We assembled a multidisciplinary team with this knowledge. Dr. Samuel So, a liver
transplant surgeon and Director of the Asian Liver Center at Stanford University, helped
provide the motivation behind the problem, clinical and policy expertise, and connections
with policy makers. He was also an invaluable expert ensuring that our models accurately
reflected the “real world”. Professor Margaret Brandeau of Stanford’s Department of
Management Science and Engineering provided valuable input, guidance, and supervision
regarding the modeling and cost-effectiveness analysis and the reporting of results. David
Hutton, a doctoral student in Management Science and Engineering, created the
mathematical models, reviewed more than 250 published and unpublished studies to obtain
data for the models, implemented the models and interpreted the results, and drafted the
manuscripts containing our results. Together our multidisciplinary team was able to
accomplish research and policy changes that none of us could have effected individually.

Models
In the medical community, clinical trials are the gold standard for decision making: evidence
that an intervention is effective and cost-effective in a cohort of patients provides a strong
foundation for decision making. However, since hepatitis B usually takes decades to
progress, a trial evaluating these policies would be very expensive, and any results – and
valuable policy interventions – would be delayed for decades. We instead used operations
research-based modeling to estimate the likely health and economic impacts of alternative
hepatitis B prevention and control programs.

We evaluated the health and economic impacts using a cost-effectiveness framework. We
present our results in the standard health economics format of an incremental cost-
effectiveness ratio, where the strategies are compared, incrementally to each other, in terms
of the incremental cost to gain an incremental unit of health, and health units are expressed
in terms of quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) (Drummond et al. 2005, Gold et al. 1996,
Muennig 2008). This allows for ready comparison of alternative hepatitis B control
strategies as well as comparison with other potential public health interventions. When
thought of in a traditional operations research optimization framework, the incremental cost-
effectiveness ratio is the value/cost metric used to solve a fractional knapsack problem
(Hillier and Lieberman 2005). Interventions that cost less per QALY gained than three times
a country’s per capita GDP are considered to be cost-effective, and interventions that cost
less than a country’s per capita GDP are considered to be very cost-effective (Murray and
Lopez 2002, World Health Organization 2009).
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To estimate the economic and health impacts of hepatitis B screening, treatment, and
vaccination programs, we created a decision model of alternative policies (Figure 1) along
with a Markov model of hepatitis B disease (Figure 2) (Hutton et al. 2010,Hutton et al.
2007). This allowed us to capture the long-term health and economic outcomes among
chronically infected individuals with and without treatment. We modified the model (policy
alternatives considered, epidemiological factors, costs, etc.) as appropriate for our analyses
of policies in the United States and China.

The decision model (Figure 1) captures various possibilities for screening, treatment, and
vaccination. We consider a cohort of 10,000 individuals of a given age (e.g., age 40 for adult
Asian and Pacific Islanders in the United States, or age 10 for school-age children in China).
Individuals can be screened (via blood tests) to determine their infection status. If an
individual is screened and found to be infected, the individual can be treated or not; if the
individual is found to be susceptible, the individual can be vaccinated or not; and if the
individual is found to be immune (either from previous vaccination or from previously
resolving the infection), no further action is taken. If an individual is not screened, the
individual can still be vaccinated or not vaccinated. For all individuals who were already
infected, or who were susceptible and unvaccinated and subsequently acquired the infection,
we model disease progression over the future lifetime of those individuals using a Markov
model.

Our Markov model of hepatitis B disease (Figure 2) is a discrete time, time-inhomogeneous
model. To construct the model, we examined previously published models of hepatitis B
infection in the literature and used the expertise of Dr. So to create a model that reflects
current knowledge of hepatitis B infection and treatment. Individuals who acquire acute
hepatitis B infection can become immune by resolving the infection; if their immune system
cannot resolve the infection, they develop chronic hepatitis B infection. Chronic infection
can be asymptomatic for many years. For many individuals, chronic infection does not cause
liver disease; in such cases an individual remains in the chronic infection state for his or her
lifetime. Some individuals do develop liver disease, which is often asymptomatic until
serious liver disease develops. Individuals identified as having liver disease (either through
screening or via the development of symptoms) can receive treatment, which may
successfully suppress the virus. Otherwise, the disease can progress to cirrhosis and/or liver
cancer. We chose yearly transitions for the Markov model since chronic hepatitis B tends to
progress slowly. Transitions follow the Markov property of being memoryless, with one
exception: background mortality is based on the age of the individuals in the cohort, year by
year.

The model calculates net present costs and health outcomes (measured in discounted
quality-adjusted life years (QALYs)) of each policy, over the lifetime of the cohort of
individuals. Quality-adjusted life years are a measure of both quality and length of life. Each
year of life is multiplied by a utility value between 0 (representing death) and 1
(representing perfect health); this utility value is intended to reflect the relative “quality” of
a given health state. In each time period, costs and utilities are assigned to individuals in
each health state. The costs incurred and QALYs experienced are measured for each health
state and time period over the time horizon of the problem (in this case, the remaining
lifetime of all individuals) and then discounted back to the present.

Our model has several novel features. First, we combined a decision model of alternative
screening and vaccination policies with probabilistic trees of infection and a Markov model
of disease progression and treatment. No previous model has examined hepatitis B screening
and treatment together. Some analyses have considered the cost-effectiveness of screening,
without considering the effects of subsequent treatment for infected individuals (Jacobs et al.
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2003, Margolis et al. 1995, Pisu et al. 2002), while other analyses have considered only the
cost-effectiveness of treatment for infected individuals who have already been identified
(Kanwal et al. 2005, Shepherd et al. 2006). Second, our Markov model of hepatitis B
infection captures the effects of treatment with recently developed antiviral drugs. These
drugs, developed as an outgrowth of advances in treatment for HIV infection, are more
effective than previous treatments for hepatitis B infection, but also more expensive.
Although treatment with some of the newer drugs has been shown to be cost-effective
(Kanwal et al. 2005, Rajendra and Wong 2007, Shepherd et al. 2006), they have not been
considered in conjunction with population-based screening to identify people needing
treatment.

Because our intent was to make a model that could be shared with policy makers, we
developed the model in Microsoft Excel (Figure 3). We incorporated sufficient detail to
capture important characteristics of hepatitis B disease progression and treatment so that it
would be believable to a clinical audience – but we also tried to keep the model simple
enough so that it could be easily understood by non-modelers. In fact, during the course of
model development we shared the model directly with the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) and reviewed and interpreted the results with them, as described below.
In developing the model we used an iterative process: we began with a very simple
representation of patient health states and then added details incrementally as suggested by
Dr. So, our colleagues at the CDC, and other hepatitis B experts with whom we consulted.
We continued to add detail until the clinicians and hepatitis B experts were satisfied that our
model was an appropriate representation of the policy problem. In this way, we kept the
model as simple as possible while still capturing the salient elements of the problem.

Results of the Analyses
Hepatitis B Policy in the United States

We analyzed several alternative programs for hepatitis B screening and vaccination of adult
Asian and Pacific Islanders in the United States (Hutton et al. 2007). We examined the status
quo and four clinically relevant strategies: a universal vaccination strategy in which all
individuals are vaccinated; a screen-and-treat strategy in which individuals are given blood
tests to determine whether they are chronically infected with hepatitis B; a screen, treat, and
ring vaccinate strategy in which all individuals are given blood tests to determine whether
they are chronically infected, and close contacts of persons found to be infected are also
screened and vaccinated if needed; and a screen, treat, and vaccinate strategy in which all
individuals are screened to determine whether they are chronically infected or should be
vaccinated, and are then vaccinated if needed. In all cases, identified chronically infected
persons are monitored and treated.

We found that it is cost-effective to screen adult Asian and Pacific Islanders for chronic
hepatitis B infection so that they can receive treatment; and it is cost-effective to vaccinate
those in close contact with the infected individuals so that they can be protected from
infection. We estimated that it costs about $36,000-$40,000 per QALY gained to screen
adult Asian and Pacific Islanders for hepatitis B and provide treatment for them. An
intervention that costs less than about $50,000 to $100,000 per QALY gained is generally
considered to be a cost-effective intervention in the United States (Murray and Lopez 2002,
Owens 1998, World Health Organization 2009). Interestingly, we did not find it to be cost-
effective to provide universal vaccination to all adult Asian and Pacific Islanders in the
United States. This is because the risk of being exposed to hepatitis B for adults in the
United States is low and, if exposed to the virus, adults are highly likely to resolve the
infection.
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The analysis showed that the cost-effectiveness is mainly driven by the cost of treatment,
and that the cost of screening to identify infected individuals is of much less importance. For
the policies that involved screening and treatment, the total costs of treating individuals
identified as being chronically infected with hepatitis B were more 100 times greater than
the costs of the initial screening program. Our sensitivity analyses showed that screening is
also cost-effective in population groups with much lower prevalence of the disease – for
example, in population groups where the prevalence of chronic hepatitis B infection is only
2 percent.

Hepatitis B Policy in China
To analyze the cost-effectiveness of implementing catch-up hepatitis B vaccination for
children and adolescents in China, we examined the status quo (which assumes current
levels of vaccination coverage) and a strategy of catch-up hepatitis B vaccination for
children and adolescents who missed newborn vaccination (Hutton et al. 2010). We
calculated the costs and health effects for various aged cohorts of 10,000 hypothetical
children. We found that catch-up vaccination improves health outcomes and also saves costs
for children up to age 19. For a cohort of 10,000 children aged 1-19, we estimate that more
than 4,000 children would receive vaccinations, and this would avert almost 200 hepatitis B
infections and save $21,000 over the lifetime of the children in the cohort.

We conducted sensitivity analyses using the model and determined that catch-up vaccination
might not be cost-saving if the chance of a child becoming infected is one-fifth as high as
our base case estimate of 100/100,000 per year. This may be the case in certain urban areas
of China that have achieved sustained high levels of newborn vaccination coverage.
Additionally, if treatment becomes cheaper and more effective in the future, the benefit of
vaccination will be lower. However, we determined that treatment costs would have to be
halved (to approximately $1,000 per year) and infection risk would have to be five times
lower than in the base case before the cost of catch-up vaccination would exceed $2,500 per
QALY gained (an amount roughly equal to the GDP per capita in China); above this cost,
catch-up vaccination could be considered cost-effective but would no longer be considered
highly cost-effective according to international standards for cost-effectiveness (Murray and
Lopez 2002, World Health Organization 2009).

Dissemination and Impact
The overriding goal of our work was to publish and disseminate our results in a way that
would enable our analyses to have real impact on health policy, both in China and the
United States. In public health, there is typically no single decision maker; rather, public
health policy is arrived at through consensus among multiple decision makers, including
lawmakers, public health officials, nongovernmental agencies, and healthcare providers
(Kahn et al. 1998). Thus, dissemination of research results in order to effectively influence
policy is a multi-pronged effort that involves publication of results in widely read health and
medical journals and presentation of results to a broad variety of policy makers.

Hepatitis B Policy in the United States
As we worked through our analysis of screening, treatment, and vaccination of adult Asian
and Pacific Islanders in the United States, we shared our model and results directly with
policymakers at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). We spent time with
analysts at the CDC describing our assumptions and explaining the model’s results. This
process provided us with valuable suggestions for improving the model and analysis, and
helped them develop confidence in our findings. We published our findings in a widely read
general medical journal, Annals of Internal Medicine (Hutton et al. 2007), so that the general
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physician community could see our results and become aware of the need to test their Asian
and Pacific Islander patients for hepatitis B. Publishing our results in a top medical journal,
and personally explaining the workings and results of our model to experts at the CDC,
helped convince the CDC to update their recommendations. Consistent with our findings,
the CDC’s most recent hepatitis B screening guidelines recommend screening all adult
Asian and Pacific Islanders for hepatitis B as well as all adults born in areas of intermediate
(2-7 percent) hepatitis B prevalence (Weinbaum et al. 2009, Weinbaum et al. 2008).

The changed screening policy could have significant public health impact. In the United
States, there are about 9.2 million adult Asian and Pacific Islanders. With about 10 percent
of this group chronically infected with hepatitis B and two of three unaware of their
infection, there are more than 600,000 people who could benefit from knowing their chronic
hepatitis B infection status. If all of these people knew they were infected and received
appropriate medical monitoring and treatment, almost 50,000 premature deaths caused by
hepatitis B would be averted. Although it may not be possible to test and treat every single
person indicated under the new CDC guidelines, our hope is that the new guidelines will
encourage physicians to test and treat their Asian and Pacific Islander patients as well as
patients born in countries such as Egypt and Somalia where hepatitis B prevalence is above
2 percent. Such screening (and subsequent treatment) is an important step toward
eliminating a major health disparity in the United States.

Hepatitis B Policy in China
We published the results of our catch-up vaccination analysis in the internationally
recognized journal on liver disease, Hepatology (Hutton et al. 2010). Subsequently, the
journal selected the article for translation into Chinese so that it can reach a broader
audience in Asia. While conducting our analysis, we shared our interim results in the fall of
2008 with academics in China, members of China’s Center for Disease Control and
Prevention, and members of the World Health Organization. At the time, China was
considering providing free hepatitis B catch-up vaccination for children and adolescents.
One area of concern for them was the cost-effectiveness of the program, since they have
many competing health interventions and are concerned about value for their health funds
that are spent. Our analysis of the cost-effectiveness of the program influenced their recent
decision in April 2009 to expand free hepatitis B catch-up vaccination to all children in
China under the age of 15.

We estimate that providing catch-up hepatitis B vaccination for all children under the age of
15 in China would involve vaccinating almost 170 million children, and would prevent
almost 8 million acute infections, 400,000 chronic infections, and almost 70,000 deaths due
to hepatitis B. This would cost the equivalent of $540 million US dollars. However, it would
save the equivalent of $1.4 billion US dollars over the lifetime of these children (net present
value, discounted at 3 percent annually), for a net present savings of approximately $900
million US dollars. Additionally, by preventing infection with hepatitis B, such catch-up
vaccination will spare hundreds of thousands of children in China from a lifetime of
discrimination.

Ongoing Hepatitis B Policy Projects
Our success in examining these programs has helped us gain support for new projects
related to hepatitis B prevention and control. Partially due to the success of our work on
screening Asian and Pacific Islander adults, Dr. So and Prof. Brandeau were selected to
participate in an Institute of Medicine Committee examining prevention and control of viral
hepatitis infections in the United States (Institute of Medicine of the National Academies
2009). The committee examined public health strategies to combat hepatitis B and hepatitis
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C (another viral infection that causes liver disease). We used our model several times to
provide analyses to inform the committee’s recommendations (Institute of Medicine
Committee on Prevention and Control of Viral Hepatitis Infections in the United States
2010). For example, analyses we carried out with our model provided evidence to the
committee that it is not cost-effective to vaccinate the general adult population in the United
States against hepatitis B infection.

We are continuing to share the results of our analysis with policy makers from the World
Health Organization in hopes of expanding hepatitis B catch-up vaccination to other
similarly affected countries in the region, such as Vietnam and Thailand, and we are
working with decision makers to analyze new programs to combat hepatitis B both in the
United States and abroad. Approximately one-third of San Franciscans are of Asian descent
(United States Census Bureau 2008) and there is a high rate of liver cancer due to hepatitis B
in the city (Chang et al. 2007). The SF Hep B Free initiative, a collaborative undertaking by
more than 50 healthcare groups, aims to provide free or low-cost testing and vaccination to
all adult Asian and Pacific Islanders in San Francisco (San Francisco Hep B Free Campaign
2009). Their ultimate goal is “to turn San Francisco into the first hepatitis B free city in the
nation” (San Francisco Hep B Free Campaign 2009). We are working with California
Pacific Medical Center (CPMC), one participant in the SF Hep B Free initiative, to evaluate
the cost-effectiveness of the program. Over a 13-month period, CPMC screened 1,885 Asian
and Pacific Islanders, identifying 88 chronically infected individuals who can now receive
appropriate medical attention (Tana et al. 2009). Although CPMC has thus far identified
fewer chronically infected individuals than originally expected, our analysis shows that the
program is nonetheless a cost-effective use of public health funds (Tana et al. 2009).

Knowledge of hepatitis B infection among vulnerable populations is poor, both in the United
States and in China: infected individuals may not know of their chronic infection or about
the availability of lifesaving treatments, and uninfected individuals may not know about
vaccination and possible routes of transmission (Ma et al. 2007, Ma et al. 2008, Wu et al.
2007). In many cases, healthcare providers also have poor knowledge of hepatitis B: they
may not know which groups are at highest risk of hepatitis B infection, and may fail to
provide screening and/or vaccination to those high-risk individuals (Chao et al. 2009,
Ferrante et al. 2008, Lai et al. 2007). In conjunction with the Asian Liver Center, we are
currently implementing and evaluating a CDC-funded pilot program in the San Francisco
Bay Area that aims to reduce perinatal transmission of hepatitis B by providing educational
materials to increase knowledge of hepatitis B among pregnant women and their healthcare
providers. With proper screening procedures, chronically infected women can be identified
before they give birth; and with proper immunization procedures, newborns of these mothers
will receive a birth dose of the hepatitis B vaccine within 24 hours of birth, thus avoiding
infection with hepatitis B. We are also working with public health officials from Shandong
Province, China to develop similar educational interventions for healthcare providers there.
If successful (and cost-effective), we hope that such programs will eventually be expanded
nationally, both in the United States and China.

Discussion
We have successfully used novel operations research models to assist policy makers in the
United States and China in improving health policies related to hepatitis B. They have
changed policy in the United States to encourage screening of millions of high-risk people
and have enacted guidelines in China to provide free catch-up vaccination for hundreds of
millions of children. These policies are an important step in eliminating health disparities,
reducing discrimination, and ensuring that millions of people who need it can now receive
hepatitis B vaccination or lifesaving treatment.
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Three keys to the success of our projects were the creation of a multidisciplinary team with
the appropriate expertise, the development of a model with the right level of complexity for
the problem and in a modeling platform that is accessible to policy makers, and extensive
outreach to and connections with policy makers. Collectively, our research team had
expertise in OR modeling, cost-effectiveness modeling, data analysis, hepatitis B infection,
and hepatitis B policy in the United States and China – all skills that were needed to
effectively carry out our projects. Our models were complex enough to provide sufficient
realism for clinical experts, but simple enough so that our assumptions and results could be
successfully communicated to clinicians, journal reviewers, and public health officials. We
also used a modeling platform, Microsoft Excel, which is familiar to most of our
policymaking audience. Having an understandable model with the appropriate level of detail
was critical to gaining traction with policymakers. Most importantly, we worked with public
health officials in the United States and China over a period of several years to understand
their concerns and priorities and to communicate the findings from our analyses. It is only
through sustained efforts of this type that policy changes can be effected.

We are gratified that our analyses have been able to influence national and international
health policy and have led to changes that can improve the lives of millions of people and
help save thousands of lives. We hope that projects such as ours can raise awareness in the
medical community of the insight into complex health policy questions that operations
research methods can provide, and the value of such analyses. Working together with policy
makers and public health officials, operations researchers can indeed “do good with good
operations research.”
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Figure 1. Schematic of decision model*
* This figure shows the decision model for our analysis of hepatitis B screening,
vaccination, and treatment in the United States. The circles with “M” in them denote our
Markov model of disease progression in treated and untreated individuals (Figure 2). For our
analysis of catch-up vaccination in China, the decision tree consists only of Screen with
Vaccinate or No Vaccinate and No Screen with Vaccinate or No Vaccinate (along with the
Markov model of infection).
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Figure 2. Schematic of Markov model of hepatitis B infection and progression*
* ALT = alanine aminotransferase, a blood enzyme measuring the health of the liver. Circles
represent health states. Lines represent transitions between those states. Dotted lines
represent death. When exposed to hepatitis B, individuals develop acute infection. Acute
infection causes individuals to either become immune (if their immune system is able to
resolve the infection) or to develop chronic HBV infection. The first sign of progression to
liver disease is an elevated ALT level (“Elevated ALT”), at which point individuals are
eligible for treatment. Treatment may be successful in suppressing the virus (“Treatment
Response”) or liver disease may progress to cirrhosis or liver cancer. Patients with cirrhosis
or liver cancer are eligible for a liver transplant. Individuals in all states can die, at a rate
equal to the background mortality based on the age of the individual plus the incremental
mortality related to being in that particular health state.
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Figure 3. Screenshots from the Excel model
a: Input parameters screen shot
b: Policy results screen shot
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